## Description

**WIN95:** Hanging when putting 65-char paths in loc of files entry

**WIN95:** Prompted for network ID whenever shared code loads. When the code detects that the OS is Win95, it should "trust" the Windows APIs to provide the correct user ID.

**WIN95:** Macro Recording "wart" covers buttons in dialog title bar

**WIN95:** App's window title has display problems (changing from left to center justification, not repainting some text); long prompts can overwrite Minimize button (also Maximize/Restore, Help, and Close buttons); PF must use SystemParametersInfo() to get caption size, font, etc. (MS needs to tell us which font we should use to paint the caption, also metrics like size and position of buttons, position and sizing info, etc. We need to get useful 16-bit app info from SystemParametersInfo() with SPI_GETNONCLIENTMETRICS)

**WIN95:** Tutorial's "Show Me" buttons cause endless loops (coaches too)

**WIN95:** DBM Popup buttons shouldn't have top and bottom borders redrawn when running on Win95

**WIN95:** Once DAD hides (using Auto-Hide) it never reappears (unless user closes DAD using Ctrl+Alt+Del or restarts Win95)

**WIN95:** fix event loop problem with Win95 and NT

**WIN95:** fix overwriting icons in title bar under Win95

**WIN95:** Network button is gray (File | Print | Select | Options)

Calling GroupWise features via the File menu in our applications can put GW (shared code) in an unstable state which will cause shared code applications to stop functioning, and may require the restart of win 95.

When running an application from the network, selecting the "logon as new user" from the shut down dialog will produce errors that shouldn't occur and take much longer than expected.

Clicking on container frame will delete contents of WPDdraw and shrink it. DUP: Startup WPWin, Graphics | Draw, Click on Box Tool on ToolPalette, Draw some boxes. Now single click on the container frame. The frame will shrink. When you resize it the contents of the object will be gone.

Hard hang if attempt to access a path > 114 chars. Should return an error message as in Win31.

Steps to Duplicate:
1. Create paths as described in report 14,052 above.
2. Run WPWin
3. From a blank WP Document screen play wsc14094.wcm.

This macro enters path > 114 in the File Name edit field. You are hung at this point with an hour glass displayed. You should receive an error message.

Comments: Path > 114 also causes hard hang if a QuickList item already existed for the user and they double click it. If you attempt to add this path to your QuickList you also hang.
When this task (ICMRLGST.WCM) is finished and WordPerfect and InfoCentral have been shut down, the pointer of the mouse disappears over all PerfectOffice programs. The mouse pointer is visible when it is over WIN95 dialogs, but if you move it over DAD it disappears. The balloons on DAD still show up. If at this point I bring up WP, as soon as I move the pointer over WP it disappears just like with DAD. I have to shut down WIN95 to make it work again. To dupe: Launch the task, click Next all the way through until it is finished (using the default options). On some machines, this couldn't be duped until you open PRWin, then try to close it.

Unable to drag and drop files from QuickFiles to a WIN95 group box. To Dupe: Start DAD, click on the QuickFiles icon, highlight it and try dragging it to a group box or the desktop.

Pasting a QPW notebook (or graph) into PRWin as a bitmap causes the object to be completely filled with black. To dupe, launch QPW and PRWin, in QPW retrieve ROE6050.WB2, select cells A1..C8, Edit | Copy, in PRWin choose Edit | Paste Special | Bitmap | OK, notice that the pasted bitmap is completely filled with black.

Minimizing a Tool then Document places the Program in an unstable state: STD - click on Tools, Speller, No, Minimize Speller, Minimize Document, Try to Close the Minimized document or WPWIN, you should not be able to close the program for some time.

The CLIPBRD.WCM macro cannot find CLIPBRD.EXE.

No Speller Icon on Taskbar or Desktop: STD - Run Macro, Select No, then Minimize Speller. At this point, I cannot maximize my speller again.

No Thesaurus Icon on Taskbar or Desktop: STD - Run Macro, Minimize Thesaurus. At this point, I cannot maximize my speller again.

Text colors print black instead of shades of gray on the HP LaserJet 4 printer. STD: Select the HP LaserJet 4 Windows printer driver. Play BUG74393.WCM (it will create and print a simple document) and notice that the gray and cyan text printed black. This is not a problem when running under Windows 3.1.

Bullet Characters look bad in the Bullets & Numbers dialog. STD: Insert | Bullets & Numbers. The script provided demonstrates this.

The Messaging API service providers that used to work in the M7 time frame (January beta) no longer seem to work. Can we get documentation on the changes that have been made to the SPIs (especially transport and address book) since M7.

We do not have the information we need to make our Point and Print implementations compatible with Microsoft's. We need Point and Print specifications to ensure compatibility.

The dialog displayed by SHBrowseForFolder will not show any printer objects which are not in UNC name format, or are not subordinate to a Computer object. The result is that our customers can not select NDS queues when attempting to set up printers using the "Printers" applet in the "My Computer" folder. Can we get SHBrowseForFolder to use the same methods, so that our queues will appear?

Problem with the header files and libraries for implementing a Windows 95 Password Provider. Microsoft told us that the APIs were removed and new ones placed in and promised documentation on the new ones. We have yet to receive that documentation.

The PPPMAC.VxD that is needed to support RAS client is not shipped with Windows 95.